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THE writer has read with much interest recent articles in SCIENCE, treating of conical snowflakes. Every late autumn and early spring there occurs at Jericho, in northern Vermont, and of course at other similar localities, several falls of such snow, and also an occasional one in winter. It comes only out of cumulo-nimbus clouds, and more commonly when the surface temperature ranges from 34? to 44? F. Conical snowflakes have a granular texture and are built up mainly from countless undercooled cloud droplets that have frozen loosely together. Their greatest diameter ranges from one sixth to one third inch. The writer assumes, from a longtime study of this form of snow, that the nuclei usually, if not invariably, consist of branching tabular crystals.
It is of much interest to consider the conditions within a cumulus cloud that conspire to make the undercooled droplets so arrange themselves upon a tabular snow crystal as to form a granular snow cone. It is certain that, owing to its lightness, a tabular branching snow crystal within a cumulonimbus cloud is first wafted upward and about by turbulent air currents. This causes it to become thickly coated on both sides with frozen cloud droplets or granular snow. It now begins to fall with the denser side turned downward, and since it falls faster than the cloud droplets, light granular material then rapidly collects on (is caught by) the under face, thereby destroying the former gravitational equilibrium of the mass and causing it to upset, whereupon the granular snow is caught exclusively, or nearly so, by the new underside, and thus the whole converted into a more or less well-defined double cone with its abutting bases on the opposite sides of the initial tabular crystal. It is conceivable, given a cumulo-nimbus cloud of sufficient thickness, that additional upsettings might occur and thus cause the double cone to become more nearly symmetrical about its basal plane than it otherwise would be. It is of much interest to consider the conditions within a cumulus cloud that conspire to make the undercooled droplets so arrange themselves upon a tabular snow crystal as to form a granular snow cone. It is certain that, owing to its lightness, a tabular branching snow crystal within a cumulonimbus cloud is first wafted upward and about by turbulent air currents. This causes it to become thickly coated on both sides with frozen cloud droplets or granular snow. It now begins to fall with the denser side turned downward, and since it falls faster than the cloud droplets, light granular material then rapidly collects on (is caught by) the under face, thereby destroying the former gravitational equilibrium of the mass and causing it to upset, whereupon the granular snow is caught exclusively, or nearly so, by the new underside, and thus the whole converted into a more or less well-defined double cone with its abutting bases on the opposite sides of the initial tabular crystal. It is conceivable, given a cumulo-nimbus cloud of sufficient thickness, that additional upsettings might occur and thus cause the double cone to become more nearly symmetrical about its basal plane than it otherwise would be. It is of much interest to consider the conditions within a cumulus cloud that conspire to make the undercooled droplets so arrange themselves upon a tabular snow crystal as to form a granular snow cone. It is certain that, owing to its lightness, a tabular branching snow crystal within a cumulonimbus cloud is first wafted upward and about by turbulent air currents. This causes it to become thickly coated on both sides with frozen cloud droplets or granular snow. It now begins to fall with the denser side turned downward, and since it falls faster than the cloud droplets, light granular material then rapidly collects on (is caught by) the under face, thereby destroying the former gravitational equilibrium of the mass and causing it to upset, whereupon the granular snow is caught exclusively, or nearly so, by the new underside, and thus the whole converted into a more or less well-defined double cone with its abutting bases on the opposite sides of the initial tabular crystal. It is conceivable, given a cumulo-nimbus cloud of sufficient thickness, that additional upsettings might occur and thus cause the double cone to become more nearly symmetrical about its basal plane than it otherwise would be. Rochester, Minnesota, and professor of medicine in the University of Minnesota, has been appointed director. This institute will center its activities in the great Philadelphia General Hospital. Here, in so far as medical research is concerned, it will afford a common meeting place for all medical school services cen-
